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question of feasibility, what .I said was that, according to the available 

data, the capacity utilisation of Faluknuma—Umdanagar section, which 

is only 13 kilometres, was 130 per cent. We can't think of introducing one 

more train there. In the same way, the Arakkonam-Renigunta section, 

which is 73 kilometres, is already exploited and saturation has reached 

the level of 140 per cent. That being the fact, we can't just think of, as of 

now, introducing one more train there. What I am trying to say is whether 

the capacity could be enhanced with reference to technical feasibility. On 

either side, we don't have pit lines, stable lines etc., and there is shortage 

of locomotives, etc. Further, Cuddapah is a wayside station. We don't 

have any facilities there. So, we are thinking on these lines. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: That is enough. Next question, Shri Janeshwar 
Mishra. 

���� ���� �� ���	� � !" 

 

 *63. �� &�	'� ��� : )�� *��*+� �� ������ �,��- ��.� �ह /���	 �� 
�0 �� ���1	 �� : 
 

 (�) )� ह �� ह� �� ��* �� 	� ���� �+�B< 0� R����&� �6L �� 
����1�� LST�� �� �� �ह� ह�,  
 

 (�) �� ह�<, ह�<, �� )� ह	 �<1<L 	� ��U �V	 ���6� ह�, 
 

 (2) �� ह�<, �� 8� ���6�3 ��  �ह� ��� ��� �� (�+L�� ��� 2� ह� 
��� 2� ��� +EW ��  �X��� ����4�� ��23 �� KX�� )� ह� , 0� 

 

 (घ) �� �हZ, �� ����� ��U ���6� �1 �� 1���2�? 

 

 *��*+� �� ������ �,��- ��.� (��. ��/3��- �����) : (�) �� (घ) �� 
�++�9 ��� ��  �&� �� �� ��� 2� ह�5 
 

����- 

 

 ��\ 0EL ��<M�� �� (�] � ह/U �6��� ��  C�/��� +EF 2000-01, 2001-02 
0� 2002-03 �� C+�L ��  �X��� 36947, 38824 0� 36314 0EL �	6�3 �� ��<� �� 
2U ��  ���	� �� a	*: 112, 96 0� 125 �	6�� ���� ��� 2� �� �� �/ � ��<�� 2� 
�	6�3 �� 0.3, 0.25 0� 0.34 (��*� ह� 5 8� (��� ह (��� �हZ ह��� ह�  �� ��* �� 
	� ���� 0EL3 ��  c���� 	� ���� �� +dिe ह� �ह� ह� 5 
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���� 0EL3 �� �	�� �� ���&�� ��  ��� 0EL 0� �	�L��  C�L��	, 1940 �� 
1982 	� �<*�L� ��� 2� �� �����  f��� C�L��	 	� घ�&� 0� ���� 0EL3 ��  
�+��	>9 ��  ��� �/	>�� ��  ��� �g' �� 3 +EF ��  ����+�� �� �	 �हZ ह�2� 0� ���� 
5 +EF �� 1h�� �� ���� ह�, ��  i� 	� ��L>��� ��� 2� ��5 �����, �� 0EL �� 
	dj/ C�+� 2<��� V�� ह��� ह� 0� 	dj/ C�+� V�� ��  ��� �	��+& �� 2U C�+� 
���� 0EL �� ���	���� �ह��� ���� ह� �� (��� �� 2U ��� �/	>��, �� 10,000 
i�� �� �	 �हZ ह�2�, ��  ��� �	 ��  �	 5 +EF �� ����+�� ���� ;��+� ����+�� 
�� 1h�� �� ���� ह�, ह�2� 5 
 

 .k C�L��	 ��  CL��, 1�U	�� cिk3 ��  �+ie ���6�� ���F+�U ���� 
��ह� 0EL3 ��  �+��	>9 0� �1a� �� �+���	� ���� �� ���	����� ��\ ������ 
�� ह� 5 8���  	l���� ��\ 0EL ��<M�3 �� .��KL ह/U �6��� ��  C�/��� 2000-01-
,2001-02 0� 2002-03 �� C+�L ��  �X��� a	*: 651,538 0� 449 	/��	� ���� 
2� �� �1�� 245 171 0� 105  	�	�� �� ��9F ��� 2� ��5 .��KL �6��� ��  
C�/��� 68 	�	�3 	� ��E ��e ��� 2� 5 
 

 ���� ����� �� ���� ��� घ�&� 0EL3 ��  	/l� ��ह� 0EL �+���	� 
(9��� �� c��� �	�V� ���� ��  ��� '�. ;�.�. 	�*����, 	ह�����*�, +�m���� 
0� 0n��2� C�/�<L� ���Eo �� C�V�� 	� �+*�Em3 �� �� ��	�� 2��� ��5 '�. 
	�*���� ��	�� �� ��4���*� ��  ;L�� ��, 0EL 0� (��L�� ��	?� C�L��	, 
1940 ��  ��<�'� .�1<L3 	� �<*�L� ���� ��� 	dj/�<' �� C�L��	 ��� ��ह� 
C����L3 ��  ��� ���� �<'3 �� (�+L�� ���� ��  ��� ����1�, 2003 	� ��<� 	� �� 
�+L�� (��/� ��� 2� �� 5 
 

 ��n C��	p9 ��+��9 ��	�+��, 1955 ��  C<�2F� ‘R����&� �6L’  �� ��U 
�����E� �हZ ह�5 “R����&� �6L” ��	�s�� ��U �� cिk �� $�� .j��� �� C�F 
�2��2� �� C��� �X���, ������� ��� �XE�9� �V93 	� ‘(��d ��� �6L’ ��  ��	�� 
ह��� ह� 5 (�� f��� */e �6L ��� +����� +��, ���� ��� ����3 C�>t u+ �'&��&, 
��ि�&� ��S�, 6���, ���&� ;�, ह�8O��� ����)��8', ���'	 �T4� & ���� 
.��	p�3 ��  �d �M	 ��v� (�����)*�) �� “R����&� �6L” �� ��	 ��� 2� ह� 
��sह� �6L  �� +�� (��*��� 1h��� ��  ��� .w�� ��\3 	� 1�U	�� c�����3 f��� 
(/k ��� ���� �� �6��� �	�� ह� 0� �� 	��+ �+��x ��  ��� ह������� ह� 5 
    
 ��n C��	p9 ��+��9 C�L��	 “C��	�p�” 0� “2�� y�<' 
(�	�y�<�'') ��  ��� .j���” �� ������E� ���� ह� 0� $�� ��n .j���3 ��  ��� 
�g' �� (�+L�� ���� ह� 5 �� ��n ����F �� 2/9+w� C�+� �+*/e�� ��L>��� 
	���g'3 �� �	 ह�  0� 8���  �<घ&� $�� 	�M� 	� .�ि�x� ह� �� ���+z��� �� 
��L>��� ��	�B< ��  ���� �हZ ह� �� $�� ��n ��  
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C��	�p� �	{� ���� ह�5 �� ��U ����F |�	� ह� C�+� �K�&�}6& ह� C�+� ��� 
ह� C�+� 8� �����  �� �	��� �/��� ह� ����� Cs ��n ����F, �����  ��	 ��  C<�2F� 
.�� 1��� ���� ह�, �� L��� ��� ���� �� �<��+�� ह�, 0� ��� �� ��4 ��4 0� 
��:& i� �� 8���� ��1� �हZ �2�� 2� ह� ����� �� .��� �ह� ��� ��� C�+� 
.� �� {6�� ��1� �2� ह�, �� ह 2�� y�<' �	{� ���� ह�5 
 

 �6L ��� �/~L .j��� ���	� $�� �j+ 	X�6� हD ����� (�+L�� ��n 
C��	p9 ��+��9 ��	�+��, 1955 	� �हZ ��� 2� ह�, .��� ��n C��	p9 
��+��9 C�L��	, 1954 ��  .�1<L3 ��  C<�2F� �ह�� ह� (��E�L ��� �� �/�� ह� 5 
���� C��	�p� ��� 2�� y�<' �� ��n ��	?� �� �1a� �� C���L ह� �����  ��� 6 
	�ह ��  s6��	 ����+�� ��� �/	>��, �� 1000/- i�� �� �	 �हZ ह�2�, �� ��� �� 
�� ���� ह� 5 �� C��	�p� ��n ����F �� 	X� C�+� 2<��� V�� ह��� ह� �� 8� 
C���L ��  ��� ����+��, ���� ;��+� �� 1h�� �� ���� ह� ��� �/	>��, �� 
5000/- i�� �� �	 �हZ ह�2�, �� ��� �� �� ���� ह�5 

Spurious drugs and synthetic milk 

†*63. SHRI JANESHWAR MISHRA: Will the MINISTER OF HEALTH 

AND FAMILY WELFARE be pleased to state: 

(a) whether it is a fact that the business of spurious drugs and 

synthetic milk is booming throughout the country; 

(b) if so, whether there are any appropriate laws in this regard; 

(c) if so, the punishment provided under these laws and the details of 

the convicted persons during the last three years; and 

(d) if not, by when Government would enact a law? 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE (DR. 

ANBUMANI RAMADOSS): (a) to (d) A statement is laid on the Table of the 

House. 

Statement 

According to the information received from State Drugs Controllers, 

36947, 38824 and 36314 drug samples were tested during the period 

2000-01, 2001-02 and 2002-03 out of which 112, 96 and 125 samples 

respectively were found spurious which is 0.3, 0.25 and 0.34 per cent of 

†Original notice of the question was received in Hindi. 
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the total samples tested. Thus, it does not appear that the business of 

spurious drugs is booming throughout the country. 

In order to deal with the problem of spurious drugs, the Drugs and 

Cosmetics Act, 1940 was amended in 1982 whereby the penalties in the 

Act for manufacture of sub-standard and spurious drugs were prescribed 

as imprisonment of not less than 3 years which may extend to 5 years 

with fine. However, if the drug causes death or grievous hurt and this death 

or hurt is attributable to the drug being adulterated or spurious, then the 

punishment provided is imprisonment for not less than 5 years which may 

extend to a term of life and with fine which shall not be less than rupees 

ten thousand. 

Under the said Act, the responsibility for regulating manufacture and 

sale of drugs including taking legal action against the unscruplous persons 

rests with the State Governments. In view of this, as per the information 

available from State Drugs Controller 651, 538 and 449 prosecutions were 

launched whereas 245,171 and 105 cases were decided during the period 

2000-01, 2001-02 and 2002-03 respectively. On the basis of available 

information, 68 cases resulted in conviction. 

Government of India constituted a Committee of Experts under the 

chairmanship of Dr R.A. Mashelkar, DG CSIR to undertake a comprehensive 

review of Drug Regulatory system including issue of spurious and 

substandard drugs. Based on the recommendations of Dr. Mashelkar 

Committee, a legislation to amend the penal provisions of Drugs & Cosmetic 

Act, 1940 and to provide for stricter penalties to the offenders including a 

maximum penalty of capital punishment, was introduced in the Parliament 

in December, 2003. 

There is no definition of "synthetic milk" under the PFA Rules, 1955. 

By "synthetic milk" one would normally understand a product analogous 

to "natural milk" in its physical, chemical and nutritional properties. 

"Synthetic milk" is the name given by the Press to an artificial concoction 

of genuine milk and adulterants like vegetable fat, sugar and chemicals 

i.e. liquid detergent, caustic soda, urea, castor oil, hydrogen peroxide, 

sodium sulfate etc. that is reported to be used by some unscrupulous 

traders in some of the northern states to increase the fat percentage of 

milk and which is harmful to human health 

The PFA Act defines "adulterated" and "misbranded food product" 

and provides for punishment for such food products. The food is considered 
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as adulterated if the quality or purity of food article falls below the prescribed 

standards and its constituents are present in quantities not within the 

prescribed limits of variability. An article is considered as misbranded, if it 

is deceptive or a substitute or imitation or resembles in a manner likely to 

deceive another article of food under the name of which it is sold, and is 

not plainly and conspicuously a labeled so as to indicate its true character 

or is falsely labeled. 

Sale of milk and milk product containing substances not provided in 

PFA Rules, 1955, is already prohibited under the provisions of Prevention 

of Food Adulteration Act, 1954. Sale of any adulterated and misbranded 

article of food is an offence punishable with minimum imprisonment of six 

months and with fine which shall not be less than Rs. 1000/-. In case 

adulterated food stuff causes death or grievous hurt, the offence is 

punishable with imprisonment which may extend to term of life and with 

fine which shall not be less than Rs. 5000/- 
 

 

�� &�	'� ��� :  ������ 	ह��, ह 	�	�� C��� ;� 	� 1ह/� 2<��� ह�5 ह	 
��ह�� हD �� 8� �� �'1�& ह��� ���ह�, )3�� ��7��  ����� �� �� �	�&�, �+� 	� 
�	��+& 0� ���� �+� 1���� �� ��<� ���� ��  ��� 1��U �� 5 .� �	�&� �� 
��4���* �� �� �� �� ��2 �+� 	� �	��+& ���� हD, .��� 4�<�� �� ��� �� ��� 5 
��7�� ����� 	� p�	�� �/E	� �+��� �+��x 	<M� �� 5 4�<�� �� ��� ��  (�+L��  
�� ��7�� ����� ��  	<�M	<'� 	� �+��d � ���  2�  ��5 .���  1�� �� �U ��ह �� 
�a�-(���a�<� C�1��3 	� ;U हD5 ह 1ह/� 2<��� 	�	�� ह�, )3�� �U C�1 '��� 
�� ���� �+��< �6����� 	� �1� �ह� हD 0� �हs�/���� 	� �1�� \��� �1� �ह� ह�5 	D 
	<M� �� �� ����� ��ह�� ह6 < �� ��7�� ����� �� �� (���+ �+���� ��� ��, )� 
+�F	�� ����� .���  1��� 	� ��� 	� �1� ��* ���2�? 

DR. ANBUMANI RAMDOSS: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I understand and 

concur with the concerns of the hon. Member of Parliament. A Bill was 

moved in the last session of the Parliament. Since we have another new 

Government at this time, this will be taken up with the Cabinet. 
 

 

�� &�	'� ��� : ������ 	ह��, 	/{� �� �+�� 0� �67�� ह�5 ह ��U 
�+�1 �� ह/; �हZ, ����� ���� ���2� 5 ������ 	ह��, 	<M� �� �� �� ;J+��� 
��� ह�, .�� ����� ह/� 8��� ;J+��� ��	�� �� ��4� �� ��� ��� 5 
...(5��"��)... 
 

 �� ��&� ��6�� : ���	D� ��, ����&F �� ��> ह��� ह�5 ...(5��"��)... 
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�� ������ : .��� �+�� �67��  ����� 5 
 

 ����� �37�� *���& : ��� ��� �<2 ह� 2U, 8���� �1� �/1��� ��* ���� 
�'� �2� 5 ...(5��"��)... 
 

 �� ������ : 	<M� ��, �� हD,  ����� �� ह�5 ;� �/ 7 �� ���� ���� 5 
...(5��"��)... 
 

 �� &�	'� ��� : ��, .� �	�&� �� ��4���* �� �� �� ��* 	� 600 �� 
\��� ���3 	� ��� ��� �� ��� �+� �� ��8��� +��� �/���� �� �ह� हD 0� .� 
�/���� �� ��<� ��  ��� �� +� 800 O2 8s���)&� ह�5 +� 8��� �/���3 �� �� �� ��<� 
�� ���� हD? 	*��� �� �	 ह�, �� ��<� ��� ���� ह� 5 8���� ����� �� 8���  
1��� 	� ����� ���ह� �� 8��� ����� 1h�� ��� 0� ��� ह� ��� 	*��3 �� ����� 
�� 1h�� ���� ��ह� 5 ��, �+� ��  �� ��6� 	� �ह�-�हZ ;&�, �हZ-�हZ 1��6  �� 
��� ���� ह� 0� � 	X� ��  �X��2� i�� �	��� ��  ��� $�� �� �ह� हD 5 	D ��ह6 <2� 
�� �6�� ��� 8��� 2<����� �� �� 0� ����� �� 8��� 2<����� �� �� 5 

DR. ANBUMANI RAMDOSS: Mr. Chairman, Sir, I agree with the 

hon. Member. Accordingly, we are going in for a capacity-building project 

funded by the World Bank. We are going to spend Rs. 356.25 crores on 

capacity building, improving the infrastructure and lab facilities and 

training manpower. The State Drugs Authorities are supposed to be 

enforcing this. 

DR. (SHRIMATI) NAJMAA. HEPTULLA: Mr. Chairman, Sir, The 

Minister has just said that a Bill is pending before the other House. Till the 

Bill is passed by both the Houses of Parliament and becomes an act, 

what measures will the Government take to check the use of spurious 

drugs. Last week, there were a lot of reports about the death of a number 

of children in the Safdarjung Hospital. Were those deaths due to the use 

of spurious drugs or due to negligence? 

DR. ANBUMANI RAMDOSS: Sir, those deaths in the Safdarjung 

Hospital have nothing to do with spurious drugs. 

DR. (SHRIMATI) NAJMA A. HEPTULLA: Do you have a report? 

DR. ANBUMANI RAMDOSS: I had ordered an inquiry after those 

reports in the Press. Sir, those deaths were normal deaths which occur 

day-to-day. 
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DR. (SHRIMATI) NAJMAA. HEPTULLA: Sir, how can deaths be 

normal? It is very funny. 
 

 

����� 89:��� ����	 : ������ 	ह��, (J� ��  �� �ह��� हD 5 �� �� ���� 
�+�B< ��  �<1<L  	� हD 0� �6��� �����&� �	T� ��  1��� 	� हD 5 	D R����&� �6L ��  1��� 	� 
�67�� ��ह�� ह6 < �� 8� ��* 	� ���� �6L �� ����< 1ह�� �Z ����� ;� R����&� �6L 
1ह �ह� ह� 5 �6L ��  �� ���F हD +� (�: ��� ह� 5 ������, 2��-������ 0� ���� ~+��3 
��  f��� घ�3 	� 5 )� ����� �� 8� ��ह �� ��U �+�V9 ��+�� ह� �� ���� ;� 
R����&� �	T�  � �ह�� �'�-��&' �	T� �ह �ह� हD, +ह �ह�<-�ह�< ��� �� �ह� ह� 
0� ��� 	�M� 	� हD? )� 8� (��� ��  ��F 	� ���� �� �� C�� �� ��S� 2� ह� 0� 
C2� ��S� 2� ह� �� ��� ह/U हD � �हZ? 

DR. ANBUMANI RAMDOSS: Sir, samples of milk are being examined 
right from the year 1999.1 have a list before me. I can give it to the hon. 
Member. If you permit me, I can read it out. 
 

�� ��&� ��6�� : 1��8� �� �X�-�X� �� ����� ह�? 

 

DR. ANBUMANI RAMDOSS: So far as testing of milk samples is 

concerned, it is a State subject. The State authorities have to take samples 

and do the testing all over India. We monitor it. As I said before, we have 

some problem so far as infrastructure is concerned. But we are going to 

build infrastructure with the help of the World Bank. 
 

�� ��� ��ह : �1 �� ;� 8��>�-)�� 1�� ��2�? 1��3 �� '�� �1 �� 
ह��� �ह�2�? 

 

DR. ANBUMANI RAMDOSS: The State Drugs Controller is incharge 

of ...(Interruptions) 
 

�� ������ : ;� C�� �X� – �� �6L ���� ;� हD �� 8��� ��� �� 1�� �ह� 
हD5  
 

 �� ��� ��ह : ��, .w� (��* �� C��� �6L5  

DR. ANBUMANI RAMDOSS: Sir, in 1999, the number of samples 

examined was 5477; adulteration was found in 1568 samples and the 

percentage was 28.62. In 2000, the number of samples examined was 

5331; adulteration was found in 1597 samples and the percentage was 

29.95. In 2001, the number of samples examined was 6188; adulteration 

was found in 2056 samples and the percentage was 33.22. In 2002, the 

number of samples examined was 2630; adulteration was found in 692 

cases and the percentage was 26.31. For the year 2003, we are yet to get 
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the report. Till now, the number of samples examined is 1760 and 

adulteration is found in 472 samples and the percentage is 26.81. 

Sir, the number of prosecutions in 1999 was 5114 and the number of 

cases decided by courts was 2935; 1214 persons were convicted and 

1721 were acquitted. In 2000, the number of prosecutions was 4532; the 

number of cases decided by courts was 2373; 789 persons were convicted 

and 1584 were acquitted. In 2001, the number of prosecutions was 5943, 

the number of cases decided by courts was 2704; 1263 persons were 

convicted and 1441 were acquitted. In 2002, the number of prosecutions 

was 2867 and... 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You lay this statement on the Table of the House. 

Opening of hospitals on the pattern of AIIMS 

*64. SHRIMATIVANGAGEETHA:t 
PROF. M.M. AGARWAL: 

Will the Minister of HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE be pleased 

to state; 

(a) whether six more institutes like AIIMS are being planned to be 

set up in backward areas; 

(b) if so, the details of the places selected and progress achieved in 
this regard; 

(c) the details of the funds allotted, released and actually utilized on 

the construction of these hospitals during the year 2003-04 and till date; 

(d) the details of facilities alongwith the total beds to be provided by 
the above hospitals; and 

(e) by when, the above hospitals are likely to be commissioned? 

THE MINISTER OF HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE (DR. 

ANBUMANI RAMDOSS): (a) to (e) A Statement is laid on the Table of the 

House. 

Statement 

Last year, a scheme called Pradhan Mantri Swasthya Suraksha 

Yojna was formulated wherein it was decided in-principle to set up one 

AIIMS-type institution each in the States of Bihar (Patna), Chhattisgarh 

(Raipur), Madhya Pradesh (Bhopal), Orissa (Bhubaneshwar), Rajasthan 

†The question was actually asked on the floor of the House by Shrimati Vanga 
Geetha. 
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